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ESA IN DC 

ESA Science Policy Fellows Visit Washington, D.C.  
On November 14-16, the inaugural and second cohorts of ESA Science Policy Fellows visited 
Washington, D.C ., and attended meetings to learn more about how the White House and non-
federal entities turn science into policy. The Fellows met with staff in the White House Office of 
Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) and representatives from the UN Foundation, PATH, the 
U.S. Department of State, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture 's Animal and Plant Health 
Inspection Service (APHIS). They also received a tour of the entomological collections housed at 
the Smithsonian 's National Museum of Natural History. The visit provided an opportunity for 
Fellows to interact with entomologists and professionals in related fields working within and 
influencing the federal government. 

Launched in 2014, the ESA Science Policy Fellows Program accepts five new Fellows each year 
for a two-year term. During their time in the program, Science Policy Fellows engage in a variety 
of virtual and in-person educational events to learn about how science policy and science funding 
decisions are made at the federal level. Fellows are also provided the opportunity to engage with 



lawmakers, legislative staff, and federal agency leaders in Washington, D.C. The objective of the 
Science Policy Fellows program is to develop a generation of scientists who are visible and 
effective advocates for entomology and entomological research. 

Sources and Additional Information: 

 More information on ESA 's Science Policy Fellows program is available at 
http://www.entsoc.org/sci‐pol/esa‐science‐policy‐fellows‐program. 

 

ESA Creates Transition Document for Next Administration and Congress  
Presidential and congressional elections provide new audiences and opportunities to advance 
organizational priorities. While administrators and agency leadership may change, ESA 's 
priorities remain the same: to advance the field of entomology and elevate ESA as a national 
resource . To that end, ESA has created a transition document titled "Entomological Society of 
America 's Recommendations for Scientific Advancement by a New Administration." 

This document will be shared with the transition team for President-Elect Donald Trump and 
with the incoming Trump administration once members are appointed next year. It will also be 
used to advance entomology before Congress, the federal agencies, and other stakeholders. 
Building on the advocacy framework established by ESA during the previous administration and 
Congress, the recommendations presented in this document focus on how entomologists can help 
the next administration achieve national goals and address threats related to public health, 
sustainable agriculture, and workforce development. 

Sources and Additional Information: 

 The transition document is available at 
http://www.entsoc.org/sites/default/files/files/Entomological‐Society‐of‐America‐Transition‐
Document.pdf 

 

ESA Requests Input on Tiered Science Policy Agenda  
The ESA Science Policy Committee is currently soliciting feedback from Society members 
regarding a new, three-tiered science policy agenda that will dictate advocacy efforts moving 
into the new administration. Legislative actions are divided into three levels of engagement: 

 Active: priority issues for the Society that may require meetings with policymakers, written 
position statements, or engagement with non‐governmental organizations (NGOs). 

 Engaged : issues that are important to ESA membership and may require active engagement 
with Capitol Hill, but advocacy activities will be determined on a case‐by‐case basis. 

 Watching : issues that are aligned with ESA priorities but do not require immediate action. 

ESA has created an online survey to gather input on the agenda from Society membership, which 
will be available for completion until December 19. 



Sources and Additional Information: 

 The ESA Science Policy Tiered Agenda Survey is available at 
http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/3158251/bc742c15aca2. 

 

Lewis-Burke Associates Distributes Election Analysis Document  
Following the presidential election, Lewis-Burke Associates, LLC (Lewis-Burke) distributed a 
comprehensive document outlining the implications the election result may have for research, 
higher education, and academic medicine. 

Though scientific research was not a key focal point of President-Elect Trump 's campaign, he 
has acknowledged that investment in academic research, including food security and agriculture, 
could produce long-term benefits for the nation. Additionally, the document discusses leadership 
changes in key House and Senate committees and subcommittees that will influence the ESA 
advocacy strategy. The administration's impact on the future of scientific research, and 
specifically entomology, remains unclear, as it was not a significant focus of Trump 's campaign 
platform ; however, the Lewis-Burke election analysis should provide some insight as to how the 
incoming administration may proceed on these issues.   

Sources and Additional Information: 

 The analysis is available on the ESA website in its entirety at 
http://entsoc.org/sites/default/files/files/Implications‐of‐Election‐2016‐for‐Research‐and‐
Higher‐Education‐ESA.pdf. 

 

ESA President Susan Weller to Present at NAS Forum on GE Crops  
On December 7, ESA President Susan Weller is scheduled to speak at the Forum of Scientific 
Society Leaders on Genetically Engineered Crops: Experiences and Prospects, hosted by the 
National Academy of Sciences' Board on Agriculture and Natural Resources. The event will 
include the presentation of findings from the following reports: Human Health Effects of GE 
Crops, Social and Economic Effects of GE Crops, Agronomic and Environmental Effects of GE 
Crops, and Where is Genetic Engineering Going? The Promise of Next Generation 
Biotechnology. The forum will take place at the National Academy of Sciences in Washington, 
D.C., and admission is free for those interested in attending.  Those unable to attend in person 
will be able to watch via webcast. 

Sources and Additional Information:  

 The agenda for the forum is available at http://dels.nas.edu/Upcoming‐Event/Forum‐Scientific‐
Society‐Leaders/AUTO‐5‐80‐52‐G?bname=banr. 

 Registration and webcast information is available at http://dels.nas.edu/Upcoming‐
Event/Forum‐Scientific‐Society‐Leaders/AUTO‐5‐80‐52‐G?bname=banr. 



 The full NAS report Genetically Engineered Crops: Experiences and Prospects is available at 
http://nas‐sites.org/ge‐crops/. 

 

CONGRESSIONAL UPDATES AND NEWS 

ESA Champions in 115th Congress  
With the transition to a new administration comes an opportunity to engage with the new 
Congress and raise awareness for ESA and its priorities among new Members.  However, 
maintaining existing relationships and recognizing past champions is also a key element of ESA 
's advocacy strategy. Representative Tulsi Gabbard (D-HI), who introduced the Areawide 
Integrated Pest Management Act of 2015 (H.R. 3893) and has long been a supporter of invasive 
species issues, recently won reelection in the House. Senator Angus King (I-ME), who sponsored 
the Strengthening Mosquito Abatement for Safety and Health (SMASH) Act (S.3039), and 
Senators Richard Burr (R-NC), Kristen Gillibrand (D-NY), and Thom Tillis (R-NC), who 
cosponsored the bill, all won reelection and have been critical in advancing the interests of ESA 
and the discipline of entomology. 

However, not all that were supportive of ESA priorities were successful in their bids for 
reelection. Representatives Curt Clawson (R-FL) and Patrick Murphy (R-FL), who sponsored the 
House companion legislation to the SMASH Act (H.R. 5492), were not reelected. Moving 
forward, the Society will continue to use its sitting champions as a resource and integrate them 
into the congressional advocacy plan. 

 

FEDERAL AGENCY AND ADMINISTRATION UPDATES AND NEWS 

Trump Selects Transition Leaders for Key Agencies  
The Trump administration is beginning to take shape as leaders have been selected for transition 
teams at key federal agencies including the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the 
Department of the Interior (DOI), the Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the Department of 
Energy (DOE).  Michael Torrey, a prominent food industry lobbyist and former USDA deputy 
chief of staff during the George W. Bush administration, resigned as the head of the USDA 
transition team following the implementation of a five-year lobbying ban that requires 
presidential appointees to terminate their lobbying registration for five years at the end of their 
appointment. Joel Leftwich, staff director for the Senate Agriculture, Nutrition and Forestry 
Committee, was recently selected to fill the vacancy. 

Myron Ebbel, director of the Center for Energy and Environment at the Competitive Enterprise 
Institute (CEI), has been tapped to head the EPA transition team. Ebbel 's history as a vocal 
climate change skeptic has raised concerns among the scientific community, but in the early 
stages of the transition it remains unclear how his appointment may affect future science policy. 
Thomas Pyle, president of the American Energy Alliance (AEA), will replace Mike McKenna as 
the leader of the DOE transition. McKenna, a well-known fossil fuels lobbyist, also relinquished 



his post following the lobbying ban. The Interior transition will be managed by Doug Domenech. 
Domenech served in a variety of positions within DOI under the George W. Bush administration 
and heads the Fueling Freedom Project, part of the Texas Public Policy Foundation.  Though 
recent appointments have raised concerns within the scientific and environmental communities, 
transition teams are temporary in nature and thus the impact on federal priorities remains to be 
seen. 

Sources and Additional Information:  

 More information about Myron Ebbel is available at https://cei.org/expert/myron‐ebell. 
 Additional information about Michael Torrey 's resignation is available at http://www.agri‐

pulse.com/Torrey‐resigns‐from‐Trump‐transition‐EPA‐picks‐emerge‐11182016.asp. 
 More information about the DOI and DOE transition is available 

at  http://www.politico.com/tipsheets/morning‐energy/2016/11/doe‐americas‐misunderstood‐
agency‐217527. 

 More information about the USDA transition is available at 
http://www.thepacker.com/news/trade‐pact‐dead‐trump%E2%80%99s‐usda‐transition‐begins. 

 

Science and Education Leaders Call on Trump to Appoint U.S. Science Advisor  
On November 28, 29 leaders from the scientific, engineering, and higher education communities 
sent a letter to President-Elect Trump emphasizing the necessity for an Assistant to the President 
for Science and Technology, a "nationally respected leader with the appropriate engineering, 
scientific, management, and policy skills necessary for this critically important role." Citing a 
variety of international and domestic issues likely to face the new administration, the letter 
emphasizes the significant economic benefits of advances in science and technology: job 
creation, large-scale economic growth, contributions to global competitiveness, and bolstering 
national security. Coordinated by the American Association for the Advancement of Science 
(AAAS), signees include former Congressman and AAAS CEO Rush Holt; Peter McPherson, 
president of the Association for Public and Land-Grant Universities (APLU); and Keith 
Yamamoto, chair of the Coalition for Life Sciences. 

Sources and Additional Information: 

 The letter to President‐Elect Trump is available at 
https://mcmprodaaas.s3.amazonaws.com/s3fs‐
public/content_files/Multisociety%20CEO%20Transition%20Letter.pdf. 

 

Testing of Investigational Inactivated Zika Vaccine in Humans Begins  
The Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) and the National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) recently began the first phase of clinical trials for the Zika Purified 
Inactivated Virus (ZPIV) vaccine. The experimental vaccine, based on the same technology used 
for the Japanese encephalitis vaccine, is designed with the protein casing surrounding the 



inactive virus intact to provoke a response from the host immune system while preventing the 
virus from spreading. 

Major Leyi Lin, M.D., the principal investigator for the study, intends to enroll 75 participants in 
the initial study, with plans for four additional phase-one studies to take place over the next few 
months. WRAIR, NIAID, and the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority 
(BARDA) have formed a research collaboration agreement to pursue the development of the 
vaccine, and BARDA will fund advanced development through a six-year contract with global 
healthcare company Sanofi Pasteur. The study is expected to be complete by fall 2018. 

Sources and Additional Information: 

 More information about the ZPIV vaccine is available at https://www.niaid.nih.gov/news‐
events/testing‐investigational‐inactivated‐zika‐vaccine‐humans‐begins. 

 
  


